We develop further the consequences of the irreducible-Boolean classification established in Ref. [9] ; which have the advantage of allowing strong statistical calculations in disordered Boolean function models, such as the NK -Kauffman networks. We construct a ring-isomorphism
Introduction
Boolean functions play a seminal role in pure, and in applied mathematics. In pure mathematics: they constitute a field of study as themselves because of their rich structure. They appear in the theory of functional-graphs, as well as in the general theory of graphs, just to quote some related fields 1 . In applied mathematics: they support all the architecture of the modern digital computers as well as many fields of theoretical physics, theoretical biology, statistical mechanics, etc 2−5 .
Our particular interest in them is mainly based in the work of Stuart Kauffman which introduced the (now so-called) NK -Kauffman networks in order to try to understand how biological processes evolve; in an apparently spontaneously way, from disorder to order 3, 6 . NK -Kauffman networks are an example of disordered systems of many variables (Boolean functions) with deterministic rules of evolution. They are constructed in a random way, that trays to mimic the way in which nature constructs the basic bricks of the animated world; allowing a statistical treatment for them. One of the main problems with NK -Kauffman networks is to understand the way their dynamics changes as the fundamental parameters of the model change i.e.: the number of Boolean functions N, its mean connectivity K, and its probability bias p that a Boolean function gives as output a "1" for a preassigned input 7−11 . This, however has only been done in an exact statistical way (including asymptotic expansions), only for special values of N, K, and p: The case of the so-called random map model where K = N, and p = 1/2 (so the Boolean functions are extracted with equiprobability) 7 . And the case K = 1, also with p = 1/2 8 .
In Ref. [9] , a new classification of Boolean functions, in terms of their real connectivity, was established as a necessity to understand new aspects of their dynamics as a statistical system. This led to the concept of irreducible-degree of a Boolean function, and allowed to understand new asymptotic properties of NK -Kauffman networks 9−11 . We stress that this classification should be not confused with the one developed by Kauffman, which divides Boolean functions into canalizing and no-canalizing 3, 12 . While canalizing classification is a first step to understand the dynamics of NK -Kauffman networks; it gives less information about a Boolean function, than its irreducible-degree.
As examples: i) The injectivity properties of the genotype-phenotype function Ψ which is responsible of the dynamical diversity in NK -Kauffman networks, are obtained by an expansion in terms of the irreducible-degree 9, 11 . ii) The calculation for the probability that an NK -Kauffman network remains invariant against a change in one of their K-connection functions depends on a series that involves term by term the irreducible-degree of the Boolean functions 9 . See also Eq. (A1).
iii) The dynamics of NK -Kauffman networks study through the mean field approach is based in their mean connectivity, which is regulated by the irreducible-degree, and not by the canalizing classification. See Appendix A for a detailed discussion about canalization.
While our specific research is based in Kauffman's networks, the need of new mathematical tools to deal with them has shove us to study the relation of Boolean functions with rings. Thus, in this work we construct rings for the sets of Boolean functions which are reducible in some of their arguments and use this powerful isomorphism to calculate the number of Boolean functions with irreducible-degree λ, and weight ω, denoted by ̺ K (λ, ω). We also established an analytic expression for the irreducible-degree λ of a given Boolean function.
The content of this article is as follows: In Sec. 2, we introduce the formal apparatus, defining the concept of irreducible-degree of a Boolean function originally proposed in Ref. [9] . We establish their classification in terms of it, and some previous developed counting formulas are settled. It is also introduced the concept of weight, and some useful decompositions of the space of Boolean functions are shown. In Sec. 3, we recast the terminology of Boolean functions into the language of set theory by associating to each Boolean function on K arguments a set B which is an element of P 2 [K], the double power set of the first K natural numbers. With this framework we further study the mathematical structure of the Boolean functions. Sec. 4, contains our main results; there we find: i) An analytical expression for the irreducible-degree λ (b K ) of a Boolean function b K on K arguments. ii) A subring of the set of reducible functions on λ arguments, of the ring (P 2 [K], △, ∩). iii) Last but not least, we find an analytic expression for ̺ (λ, ω), the number of Boolean functions b K with irreducible-degree λ and weight ω. In Sec. 5 we discuss our results. In Appendix A, the mathematical definition of a canalizing function is introduced, and the difference with their irreducible-degree is explained in detail. In Appendix B we make a summary of the treatment developed in Ref. [10] , where a study of the phase transition curve of NK -Kauffman networks is done.
Boolean Functions and their Irreducible Classification
Along this work: We use the convention that the set of natural numbers starts with the number 1, i.e. N = {1, 2, 3, . . . }. And we denote by [K] = {1, 2, . . . , K} the set of the first K natural numbers. For all S,S ∈ Z 2 , additions S +S are intended to be modulo 2. When clarity will be required we emphasize this by S +S 2 . Definition 1:
with the assignment
ii) Its negation, denoted by ¬b K is given by
There is a total order among the inputs S ∈ Z K 2 of b K ; which we are going to follow along this work. It is given by the bijection Z
Definition 2:
A K-Boolean function (1) is completely determined by its truth table
where, σ s ∈ Z 2 , is the s-th image of (2), under the total order (4).
There are 2 2 K K-truth tables B (b K ), (5) corresponding to the possible Boolean functions (1) . Thus B defines a bijection and we make the
The set of all K-Boolean functions is given by
It can also be given a total order to the elements of Ξ K by the bijection Z
which is usually called Wolfram's classification 5 ; and is the one used in Refs. [9, 10, 11 ].
An important function associated to the elements of Ξ K is the weight function ω :
with their values denoted by ω. The weight function appears, mainly, when stochastic extraction of the functions b K is involved, as is the case with NKKauffman networks. There, each σ s ∈ Z 2 of the truth table (5) is extracted with a bias probability p (0 ≤ p ≤ 1) that σ s = 1, so b K has a probability
of being extracted 9, 10 . Due to this important application the weight function is going to be considered further in the work.
We clarify our notation by the example of the truth table (5), for the case K = 2; presented in Table 1 . In the first column, the images σ s of the Boolean functions are arranged according to the total order of their two inputs (S 1 , S 2 ) given by (4) . The next columns enumerate them according to their Wolfram's number (6), which is indicated by numbers in boldface. At the bottom of the Table, F stands for the logical meaning of each 2-Boolean function. For µ = 11, 13, F = ι i = S i (i = 1, 2) stands for the identity 2-Boolean function in the i-th argument, while for µ = 4, 6, F = ¬ι i = ¬S i represent their negations (3) . The parameter λ, of each Boolean function, to be defined shortly is its degree of irreducibility; while ω, its weight; given by (7) . Not all the K-Boolean functions depend completely on their K arguments. Extreme examples, for K = 2, from Table 1 : are rules 1 and 16 (contradiction and tautology, respectively), which do not depend on either S 1 or S 2 . Rules 4, 6, 11 and 13 only depend on one of the arguments; while the remaining 10 depend on both. It has been shown that these facts are responsible of important transition behaviors in NK -Kauffman networks, with repercussions in their applications to biology 9−11 . Then, a classification in terms of what is going to be called the irreducible-degree of b k ; was proposed in Ref. [9] .
Let us make the following Definitions 4:
. . , i λ } carries no information about whether, their elements, are (or not) reducible on the remaining
that gives the irreducible-degree of b K , with λ standing for their values.
From these Definitions we have the following
where
ii) From (9), T K (λ) may be decomposed in its turn, as a disjoint union over all the indexes {i 1 , . . . , i λ } ⊆ [K] with cardinality λ, in the following way:
a) The K-Boolean functions {i 1 , . . . , i λ }-irreducible are given, from Definitions 4 (ii) and (vi), by
where Morgan's Law was used.
iii) Ξ K is disjointed decomposed in terms of the weight ω (b K ) of their elements by
with cardinalities
A recursive formula for the cardinalities β K (λ) ≡ #T K (λ) was found in Ref. [9] obtaining
where G λ ≡ β λ (λ). Taking cardinalities in decomposition (11), it follows,
which can be inverted to obtain 13 :
All the coefficients β K (λ), but β K (0) = 2, grow with K. Note that T K (0) = {¬τ, τ } consists only in the contradiction, and tautology functions; and their truth tables (5) are given by
On the other hand, from (15b) an asymptotic expression, for the number of totally-irreducible functions β K (K) = G K , for K ≫ 1, is obtained with respect to the total number of K-Boolean functions 2 2 K , giving
So, with respect to the normalized counting measure, almost any K-Boolean function is totally-irreducible.
Irreducibility in Boolean functions shows us, that the real connectivity of a K-Boolean function b K is not K; but λ (b K ). So β K (λ), defined by (15) , gives a real gauge for it. When stochastic extraction of b K through (8) is involved, the function ω (b K ) given by (7) norms the average amount of Boolean functions involved in such processes. So, an important quantity to be considered when both reducibility, and stochastic extraction of b K must be taken into account; is the joint probability distribution in terms of the irreducible-degree, and the weight, given by ̺ K (λ, ω) /2 2 K , where
Calculation of ̺ K (λ, ω) is quite involved if strict use of Decompositions (11) and (13), with their cardinalities (14) and (15) are only used. In the following sections, we will construct a ring structure support to deal easily with quantities like this one.
K-Boolean Functions and their representation in
It is possible to obtain a better understanding of Boolean irreducibility by recasting the description from Definitions 4, into set and ring theoretical languages; which will increase considerably our calculation combinatorial counting power of important quantities. More concrete, (Ξ K , +, · ) constitutes a Boolean ring, and we are going to find subrings related to sets of reducible functions, to be defined below. Let us see this in detail:
In general, for any set Ω, its power set P Ω = {D | D ⊆ Ω} is a Boolean ring with the set operations symmetrical difference △ (addition), intersection ∩ (product), and; with ∅ and Ω constituting the identical elements under addition and product, respectively 14 . There is a ring-isomorphism Φ into the set of Boolean functions
by the assignment of a characteristic set D X of the boolean function X; which is defined by
and has as a unique inverse association the characteristic function X D of the set D, defined by
So, ∀ D, F ∈ P Ω, the following ring-isomorphic properties are satisfied
See details in Ref. [14] .
Using the ring-isomorphism (17), for the inputs S ∈ Z K 2 of (2), we have
with the characteristic set A X of X given by
where S i is given by (2) . The bijection (4) establishes a total order s (s = 1, . . . , 2 K ) among the elements of P [K]. So, we may label them by
where:
, and l ∈ [K]. Tautologically,
Same consideration may now be applied to Ξ K , with the total order (19); by using once again the ring-isomorphism (17). We obtain;
with the characteristic set B X of X given by
with σ s given by the truth table (5) of the K-Boolean function X. Now, using bijection (6), we may use the label µ (µ = 1, . . . , 2 2 K ) for the elements of P 2 [K], to obtain:
, and m ∈ 2 K . Tautologically
The following associations are going to be done in the future:
and through (18) and (19)
To be noted also from (7) and (21) that
For R K {i 1 , . . . , i λ }, given by (9), we are going to show that there is a ring-isomorphism
. . , i λ }); that allows us to easy count weight functions by means of (23). To do so, first we will recast Definitions 4 for the elements of Ξ K in the language of the elements of P Proof: Follows from the fact that {i} ∩ {j} = ∅. 
Lemma iii) With the total order of P [K] given by (4), or equivalently (19),
Proof: ∀ A ∈ P [K], the inverse image of (22) gives
Then from (19)
, with the total order (19), and with the truth table B (b K ) given by (5):
Proof: From Lemma (ii), and the ring-isomorphic association (20): σ s(A) = X B (A), and σ s(A △{i}) = X B (A △ {i}).
Theorem I: The operational form of the irreducible-degree (10) of
where, for any a ∈ R, the step function Θ is given by
and
Proof: From (24), and (25) follows that if b K is {i}-irreducible, there exists an A ∈ P [K] such that σ s(A) = σ s(A △{i}) . Arranging sets, from (24) through the total order (19), so that, A ≺ A △ {i}, whenever s (A) < s (A △ {i}) it follows that s (A) = s (A △ {i}) − 2 i−1 : So, the double sum checks over the total number of 2 K−1 pairs of indexes [s (A) , s (A △ {i})], if it happens that σ s(A) = σ s(A △{i}) . If that is the case at least for one of such pairs; then F K (b K ; i) > 0, and so
there is a ring-isomorphism
given by
and the unique inverse association
Proof: From Lemma (ii); ϕ i (B) ∈ R K {i} for all B ∈ P 2 ([K] \ {i}). So, due to the unique inverse association (28) ϕ i is a bijection. Now, from (27) follows directly that ∀ B,B ∈ P and
Corollary II
Theorem II: ∀ {i 1 , . . . , i λ } ∈ P [K] there is a ring-isomorphism
where i α 1 , . . . , i α j ⊆ {i 1 , . . . , i λ } (α 1 < · · · < α j ) runs over all the subsets of {i 1 , . . . , i λ } in cardinal order j = 1, . . . , λ, and,
With the inverse given by
Proof: From (30) and
So the union is disjoint. By induction from Lemma (v), aided by Lemma (i.b), and the property that
which follows from Lemmas (i.b) and (ii); the Theorem is proved.
Corollary III
There is a bijection
Taking cardinalities in the disjoint union (29) we have
contracts cardinalities, and from (23), the weights by a factor 2 −λ . From (13b) the Lemma follows.
is Kronecker's delta, and ⌊a⌋ ∈ Z the floor function, defined as the greatest integer ⌊a⌋; such that ⌊a⌋ ≤ a.
Proof: For any set B it happens that # B ∈ N ∪ {0}. From Lemma (vi):
is analytically given by:
where 0 0 ≡ 1.
Proof: Taking the intersection of (12) and (13b), and using the idempotent property of set's intersection (D ∩ D = D for any set D) we obtain
From Theorem II
from Lemma (vi)
and from Corollary IV;
..,i λ is a union of, non necessarily, disjoint sets; we have
where Theorem II has been used; and it is worthwhile to bear in mind that {i α 1 , . . . , i αn } ⊆ {i 1 , . . . , i λ }. From Lemma (vi) and Corollary IV we obtain
Going to (32a), (32b), (32c), and taking into account that the cardinal counting result is independent of {i 1 , . . . , i λ } ⊆ [K]; an overall factor K λ is obtained in the union (32a).
Checks: The following formulas, for the number of λ-irreducible functions with weight ω, come as a result of consistency of (31) with (14), and (15):
See Appendix B of Ref. [10] for details on calculations.
Special Values and Properties:
That is; the only completely reducible K-Boolean functions are the contradiction ¬τ and tautology τ functions, and also are the only two that have the most extreme values of ω: 0 and 2 K respectively.
2)
Which corresponds to the K-identities ι i ≡ b K (S 1 , . . . , S K ) = S i associated to each one of the arguments S i ∈ Z 2 , i = 1, . . . , K; and the corresponding K negations ¬ι i = ¬b K (S 1 , . . . , S K ) = S i + 1.
is a symmetrical function of ω at the value 2 K−1 i.e.:
Proof: From the definition (7) 
Proof: Follows directly from (31).
5)
For ω = 2n, n ∈ N, and K ≫ 1,
where the function A (K, n) goes to zero faster than o
for n ∼ O (1) as K grows; and faster than o
for, n ∼ 2 K−2 (in the region of the maximum). So, for K ≫ 1, ̺ K (K, 2n) obeys a Gaussian probability distribution with the same moments as for the odd case (34).
Proof: From (31) with λ = K the leading term is
. Of the remaining K terms the next one in size is
. Using Stirling's approximation for the factorials
each one of the remaining K − 1 terms giving smaller contributions.
Corollary V
Proof: Follows directly from Theorem III.
That is, any K-Boolean function b K with an odd weight is totally-irreducible. N.B. The converse is not true, for example, in the case K = 2 of Table 1 , the 2-Boolean functions 7 = , and 10 = ⇔, both have ω = 2 and are totallyirreducible; while the other eight totally-irreducible 2-Boolean functions have odd weights. This by no means implies that the great majority of totallyirreducible functions have odd weights for growing K. Indeed from (34)
So, half of all the K-Boolean functions are totally-irreducible with an odd weight. Now, for the complement T K (K) \ J K (the totally-irreducible functions with even weights):
Since G K given by (15b) has the asymptotic behavior (16) for K ≫ 1;
So, with respect to the normalized counting measure, almost half of the totally-irreducible K-Boolean function have an even weight.
Normalizing according to 2
2 K −1 , totally-irreducible K-Boolean functions with odd weights distribute by a binomial distribution with mean ω = 2 2 K −1 [ as needed for consistency with (33)], and a standard deviation Σ 2 = 2 K−2 ; so the relative error Σ/ ω = 2 −K/2 , decays exponentially to zero with growing K. For K ≫ 1 the binomial becomes asymptotically a gaussian distribution, with the very same moments.
Conclusions
In Ref. [9] a classification of Boolean functions, in terms of their irreducibledegree of connectivity, was constructed allowing to calculate exact, and asymptotic behavior of NK -Kauffman networks. In this work we have developed further the mathematical structure and consequences of this classification with the aid of the well known ring-isomorphism (17) i.e. 2 Ω ∼ = P Ω 14 . In Theorem I we found an operational formula (26) for the irreducible-degree λ (b K ) of a K-Boolean function that allows concrete analytical manipulations of it for calculational purposes.
In Theorem II, we established a ring-isomorphism between the set R K {i 1 , . . . , i λ } of reducible K-Boolean functions on the indexes {i 1 , . . . , i λ } ⊆ [K] and the double power set
This fundamental theorem allows to use the rich ring-isomorphic structure for analytical calculations over Boolean functions. In particular, we have used it to prove Theorem III which gives a formula for ̺ K (λ, ω): the number of K-Boolean functions with irreducible-degree λ and weight ω. The value of ̺ K (λ, ω) turns out to be of fundamental importance in calculations of quantities which give information about the dynamics of NK -Kauffman networks, as: i) The probability of extracting a K-Boolean function with irreducible-degree λ, through the distribution Π (ω) Eq. (8) . This quantity is an ingredient in the study of the stability of NK -Kauffman networks as see in Appendix A Eq. (A2). ii) The study of the phase transition of the NK -Kauffman networks done in Ref. [10] (see Appendix B for a summary).
We are using this framework further as a tool for the calculation of the dynamical properties of NK -Kauffman networks with promising results.
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Ref. [9] equations (R18), and (R19); with the result
As we see, this important quantity, is expressed as a series generated by β K (λ) (the number of Boolean functions with irreducible-degree λ). So, decomposition (11) with their cardinalities (15) contain the information of the dynamical diversity of NK -Kauffman networks. Furthermore, each term of the series becomes smaller with growing λ; which yields, for N ≫ 1, and K ∼ O (ln ln N), the asymptotic expression
Using this result into (R18) and looking for a value K c (of K) such that ϑ (N, K c ) = 1/2, it is obtained that a critical connectivity K c exists, such that:
a) It is given by See Refs. [9, 11] for details.
ii) The calculation for the probability P (A); that an NK -Kauffman network [Appendix B Eq. (B1)] remains invariant against a change in one of their K-connection functions C * (i)
K was reported in Eqs. (23) of Ref. [9] (as one of the main ingredients for final result) obtaining,
is the probability to extract a function with irreducible-degree λ. Once again we see other important quantity that gauges the dynamical behavior of NK -Kauffman networks and is expressed by a series of quantities that are function of decomposition (11) of Ξ K in their irreducible subsets T K (λ).
is analytically expressed by the use of (8) and (31) giving
In Ref. [9] , however, the problem was focused in the asymptotic behavior of (A1) for N ≫ 1, and K ∼ O (1), thus obtaining
without requiring the full calculation of (A2).
iii) The transition curve for the dynamics of NK -Kauffman networks in a mean field treatment is shown to depend in the average connectivity, which is a function of λ (b K ) and not of canalization. See Appendix B, where the transition curve (B2) is obtained as the average of λ (b K ) weighted by (8) and (31); see also Ref. [10] for a more detailed study of the mean field treatment.
Appendix B: Mean Field Dynamics of NK -Kauffman Networks
We summarize the mean field approach, corrected for irreducibility, to study the dynamics of the NK -Kauffman networks. A detailed study should be consulted in Ref. [10] .
NK -Kauffman networks, are Boolean endomorphisms f :
where the connection function 
The b K Boolean functions are extracted randomly according to the probability distribution (8) , while the connection functions C * (i) K are extracted with equiprobability from the N K possible ones.
The problem, is to study how is the way in which the dynamics of (B1) behaves as a function of their defining parameters, which are N, K, and the bias p of the probability distribution (8) with which the b K functions are extracted.
A way to observe how the dynamics of (B1) evolves is to see the behavior of the Hamming distance of two nearby states S, S ′ ∈ Z K which determines the endomorphism is done randomly. This allows to do a statistical treatment of the dynamics and make a mean field approximation 2,4,10 . For that: let us see, that due to the randomness of the construction of (B1), each site i at t = 0, such that S i (0) = S ′ i (0), will affect on average K sites; each one of them is going to be, also, the argument of a b K function at the next iteration t = 1. So, at the next step, site i will contribute on average to the Hamming distance by the factor
with the average taken with respect to the b (i)
K that contribute to the isite, and P c (b K ) being the probability that each b (i) K changes its output, due that one of their arguments has changed, (which is explicitly calculated in Ref. [10] ). If the system starts at an initial Hamming distance d H (0) ≡ d H (S(0), S ′ (0)) such that 1 ≪ d H (0) ≪ N, for N ≫ 1 we may apply the central limit theorem and take the average over the N-sites
Now, at t = 1 Hamming distance will grow (or decay) on average by
or more generally, while the condition 1 ≪ d H (t) ≪ N is fulfilled
Solving this difference equation we obtain
So depending on whether P c (b K ) λ(b K ) is greater or lower than 1, Hamming distance will grow or decay exponentially; with the equation
signaling the phase transition frontier. ∆ (K, p) may be calculated explicitly through the use of (31) obtaining the equation
which is explicitly calculated in Ref. [10] , obtaining;
for the phase transition curve. Equation (B3) is an improvement of a result previously obtained in 1986 by Derrida & Stauffer Ref. [15] , for the mean field treatment, where reducibility of Boolean functions was not taken into account; obtaining the result
for the transition curve. See Ref. [10] for more details.
